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IIntroduction
Historically, the use of ink-jet technology has
been divided into two distinct printing markets. The
older of the two, commonly referred to as industrial
ink-jet printing, began with the use of continuous
mode ink-jet technology to print mailing labels and
personalize magazines; data onto shipping cartons;
and date and lot codes onto pharmaceuticals, beverages, and other human consumable items. Demand
mode ink-jet was eventually adopted in this market
and applications expanded to marking wire, metal
products, auto parts, counterfeit protection, or just
about anything that is manufactured and shipped.
Today’s “factory floor” applications of ink-jet technology, such as display, medical diagnostic, and
electronics manufacturing, have many similarities
to the industrial ink-jet market and can be viewed
as a natural outgrowth or evolution of this market,
in many cases using the same printing hardware.
Application of ink-jet for manufacturing a broad
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Figure 1: VaporJet™ schematic
range of products has expanded tremendously in the
last ten years, to the point that equipment is under
development or in production on six continents.
Office ink-jet printers serve a distinctly different market from industrial ink-jet printers and thus
there is little overlap in the printing hardware used
to serve these two markets. Instrument applications
of ink-jet technology are more analogous to the
office printer market and represent a smaller but
growing field of use for ink-jet technology.
IICalibrators for Vapor Detection
The need to detect very low levels of chemical
and biological agents, drugs, and explosives has
become a priority for governments worldwide.1
However, the lack of an accurate and repeatable
calibration source has held back both development
and deployment of detection systems. Ink-jet can be
used to fill this need by its ability to delivery very
minute quantities of very dilute solutions of explosives (or drugs or chemicals) which are rapidly
vaporized by a miniature, low power heater.2 Figure
1 shows a schematic of a VaporJet™ system, Fig10
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Abstract
In the last decade ink-jet printing technology
has come to be viewed as a precision microdispensing tool. Today, this tool is being used in a wide
range of manufacturing and instrument applications. Manufacturing applications include electrical
(solders & nanometal conductors) & optical (microlenses & waveguides) interconnects; sensors
(polymers & biologicals); medical diagnostic tests
(DNA, proteins, cells); drug delivery (microspheres, patches, stents); scaffolds for tissue engineering; nanostructure materials deposition; and
MEMS (Micro-Electrical-Mechanical) devices and
packaging. Instrument applications using ink-jet
technology have received less notice than manufacturing applications, but represent a growing class.
Applications include protein identification (peptide
mass fingerprinting, ion mass spectrometry tissue
imaging) and structure analysis (protein crystallization); laser surgery and machining; medical
diagnostic instruments; extreme ultra-violet (EUV)
radiation generation; and explosive detector calibration. This paper illustrates some of the manufacturing and instrument applications of ink-jet technology.
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Figure 2: Detector response to VaporJet™ input
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ure 2 shows a sample test result, and Figure 3
shows the a prototype portable vapor calibrator.

Figure 4: Shimadzu's Chemical Ink-Jet Printer
(ChIP) for ink-jet based protein & tissue analysis
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Figure 3: Vapor calibrator prototype
IIIBiomedical Instruments
Identifications of proteins through peptide
mass fingerprinting (PMF),3 identification of protein structure through protein crystallization4 and
mapping of protein distribution in tissue by ion
mass spectrometry tissue imaging5 are all important
biomedical analysis applications that have all been
enabled or improved by ink-jet based instruments.
Both PMF and tissue mapping use ink-jet to perform localized micro-chemistry to extract and decompose proteins into fragments that are identified
by high spatial resolution matrix assisted laser desorption mass spectroscopy. Figure 5 schematically
illustrates these two applications which have been
implemented in the commercial system shown in
Figure 4.
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Figure 6: ink-jet based olfaction tester for medical
diagnostics
ence of use even when used for tissues, such as
dental and bone tissue, not normally considered
suitable for laser surgery. Figure 7 shoes the ablation of hard dental tissue by ink-jet deposition synchronized with laser pulse. The use of a photoabsorber to augment laser material removal can also
be applied to conventional machining when the
material to be machined does not absorb the desired
laser wavelength efficiently.
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Figure 5: Schematic of ink-jet based microchemistry for protein and tissue analysis
Olfaction instruments for early onset detection
of neurodegenerative diseases6 have been demonstrated. A prototype along with test data obtained
using the prototype are shown in Figure 6. The
operating principle of this instrument is very similar
to that of the vapor calibrator discussed above.
Dye-microdrop laser assisted surgery7 uses
dispensing of a photoabsorber by an ink-jet device
to control the ablation of tissue by a laser synchronized with the jetting device. Because the photoabsorber dominates the energy transfer process, medical lasers can be selected for low cost and conveni-

Figure 7: Ablation of hard dental tissue by inkjet deposition synchronized with laser pulse
IVElectronic Manufacturing
Piezoelectric demand mode ink-jet technology
can be used to dispense solders for a variety of
applications.8 Solders dispensed include, 63Sn
37Pb, 96.5Sn 3Ag 0.5Cu (SAC), and 52Bi 48Sn.
Applications include wafer and dye bumping, hermetic package sealing, and 3-D assembly. The later
has been used for disk drive and laser module assembly. Figure 8-Figure 11 illustrate some of the
applications of Solder Jet® technology.
Direct-write of passive (conductors, resistors,9
capacitors, inductors, antennae, and batteries) and
active (transistors,10 photovoltaics, light emitting
diodes) electronic components by ink-jet printing is
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Figure 8: SAC solder sealing ring for hermetic
package printed using Solder Jet®

VPhotonic Manufacturing
Refractive microlens configurations that can be
printed using ink-jet processes include convex /
plano hemispherical, hemi-elliptical and square,
and convex-convex.11 Optical elements can be
printed as separate assemblies or can be printed
directly onto electro-optical assemblies. Figure 12
shows an array of lenses printed onto a glass slide
and Figure 13 shows lenses printed onto pedestals of
optically transparent material on top of VCSEL
emitters. In addition to lenses, waveguides can be
printed, as is shown in Figure 15.

Figure 9: 70µm balls of SAC solder printed onto
pads at 150µm pitch using Solder Jet®

Figure 12: Portion of 200,000 lens printed array,
104µm diameter and 112µm pitch

Figure 11: Disk drive IC attached to flex circuit
by Solder Jet® technology, 100µm pads
being developed for a number of electronic and
display manufacturing applications. Materials
printed in these applications include dispersions of
nanoparticle metals and organometallics for conductors and antennae; intrinsically conductive polymers and carbon nanotubes for resistors; electrically active polymers for display, transistors, and
photovoltaics; polymer dielectrics; transparent
conductive oxides (TCO’s) for displays. Figure 10
and Figure 14 show examples of ink-jet printed
passives.

Figure 13: Microlenses printed onto 100µm tall
pedestals to collimate VCSEL output

Figure 15: Printed waveguides; left, 1-16 splitter,
120µm wide branches; right, 125µm on 150µm

Figure 10: Embedded conductive polymer resistors printed using ink-jet technology
Figure 14: Ink-jet printed
Cu layers for under bump
metallization (UBM): top,
nanoparticle ink; bottom,
organometallic; left, as
printed; right, annealed

VIBiomedical Manufacturing
Ink-jet technology has been used to deposit and
synthesize12 bioactive materials (antibodies, DNA,
peptides, cells) on substrates for two decades. Human readable assays manufactured with ink-jet are
currently a multibillion market. The ability to print
100 micron scale features allows miniature assays
to be created with a large number of different tests.
Figure 17 shows both human readable and micro
spot printed assays. Ink-jet can also be used to deposit functional materials onto medical devices
such as stents where drugs and polymers are applied to create better long-term biocompatibility.13
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Figure 16 shows a 1mm diameter stent printed with
two materials with different fluorescent markers.

cluded in a single device; conserves rare and expensive materials; and is environmentally friendly.

Figure 17: Human readable and micro
spot printed assays: blood type & HIV

Figure 16: 1mm diameter stent printed with two
material containing two fluorescent markers
VIISensors
Chemical sensor materials can be ink-jet
printed onto MEMS devices for use in clinical diagnosis, manufacturing process control, environmental monitoring, etc.14 A number of organizations
are currently investigating MEMS cantilever, surface acoustic wave (SAW), and other innovative
micro structures coated with functionalized polymers, which must usually be applied to a sensor
using an additive process. Figure 18 shows an example of chemoresistive sensors printed on a multisensor device. The sensing polymer has been
printed after packaging, which is possible due to the
non-contact nature of ink-jet deposition. Figure 19
shows a sensor with submicron features that have
been coated with a functional polymer using ink-jet
printing with drops on the order of 50µm.
VIII- Conclusions
Ink-jet printing methods have been demonstrated in a broad range of processes applicable to a
number of cur-rent and future applications. Ink-jet
microdispensing is data-driven, non-contact, and is
capable of precise deposition of picoliter volumes
at high rates, even onto non-planar surfaces. Being
data-driven, ink-jet dispensing is highly flexible
and can be readily automated into manufacturing
lines and instruments. The additive nature of ink-jet
allows for a high degree of process diversify, increasing the range of functionalities that to be in-

Figure 18: Carnegie-Mellon chemoresistive sensor:
A, sensing element configuration showing 250µm
diameter dual electrode spiral in a 350µm SU-8
well; B, multiple sensing and reference elements on
a 2.65mm die; C, sensor device in a TO-5 package;
D, sensor element printed with 225 nominally 30pl
drops of solution containing gold-thiolate nanoparticles. Images courtesy Carnegie-Mellon University.

Figure 19: Resonance based MEMS sensor. A, left
half contains well structure for ink-jet deposition of
selectively adsorbing polymer, right half contains
resonant structure in center surrounded by electrostatic drive elements, polymer flows from well to
resonant structure due to surface tension. B, angled
view showing detail of resonant structure and drive
elements; C, detailed view of resonant structure
showing channel structure used to create surface
tension driven flow of polymer, undercut that allows the structure to resonate, and “wings” used to
drive the structure electrostatically. Images courtesy Carnegie-Mellon University.
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